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Weight

One Pound $16.90

Select whole bean or ground

Whole bean

Domaine de Katale
(Democratic Republic of the
Congo)

 Email a friend

Quantity 1 Add to Cart

Origin Domaine de Katale, Democratic
Republic of Congo

Altitude 5,000+ ft. above sea level

Roast Medium roast

Brewing Pour over, full cup, drip brew

 
Taste
This fine Arabica coffee hails from a small farm in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo. The farm, Domaine de Katale, was nearly destroyed in the
1990s due to a devastating mix of volcanic eruptions and a gruesome civil
war. The final blow for this beautiful farm came when the then-owner’s his
small plane crashed into Lake Kivu and the farm fell subject to neglect. The
resurgence of Domaine de Katale in recent years is a great economic boon
to the villages and people of the surrounding area. Based on the spectacular
quality of this batch of coffee, we are confident that things will get even
better! Domaine de Katale’s location is perfect for growing extraordinary
coffee. The road to Katale passes the mighty Nyirangango volcano, whose
nutrient rich lava fields create a wonderfully nourished soil for prime coffee
production. We aren’t the only ones to notice -- last year, Katale won the
East African cup of Excellence. At Mills/QB, we roast these beans to a
medium shade to preserve their excellent body, berry like flavor, and
delicate chocolate close. This roast is so brilliantly acidic it almost tingles on
your tongue when first tasted. Domaine de Katale is truly an African Arabica
at its best. Don’t miss out!
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